Nucleotide-Independent Copper(II)-Based Distance Measurements in DNA by Pulsed ESR Spectroscopy.
A site-specific Cu2+ binding motif within a DNA duplex for distance measurements by ESR spectroscopy is reported. This motif utilizes a commercially available 2,2'-dipicolylamine (DPA) phosphormadite easily incorporated into any DNA oligonucleotide during initial DNA synthesis. The method only requires the simple post-synthetic addition of Cu2+ without the need for further chemical modification. Notably, the label is positioned within the DNA duplex, as opposed to outside the helical perimeter, for an accurate measurement of duplex distance. A distance of 2.7 nm was measured on a doubly Cu2+ -labeled DNA sequence, which is in exact agreement with the expected distance from both DNA modeling and molecular dynamic simulations. This result suggests that with this labeling strategy the ESR measured distance directly reports on backbone DNA distance, without the need for further modeling. Furthermore, the labeling strategy is structure- and nucleotide-independent.